Two-dimensional planar and axisymmetric numerical investigations on the nozzle startup side load physics were performed. The objective of this study is to develop a computational methodology to identify nozzle side load physics using simplied twodimensional geometries, in order to come up with a computational strategy to eventually predict the three-dimensional side loads. The computational methodology is based on a multidimensional, finite-volume, viscous, chemically reacting, unstructured-grid, and pressure-based computational fluid dynamics formulation, and a transient inlet condition based on an engine system modeling. The side load physics captured in the low aspect-ratio, two-dimensional planar nozzle include the Coanda effect, afterburning wave, and the associated lip free-shock oscillation. Results of parametric studies indicate that equivalence ratio, combustion and ramp rate affect the side load physics. The side load physics inferred in the high aspect-ratio, axisymmetric nozzle study include the afterburning wave; transition from free-shock to restricted-shock separation, reverting back to free-shock separation, and transforming to restricted-shock separation again; and lip restricted-shock oscillation. The Mach disk loci and wall pressure history studies reconfirm that combustion and the associated thermodynamic properties afTect the formation and duration of the asymmetric flow.
I. Introduction
ide loads are potentially detrimental to the integrity and life of almost all launch vehicle nozzles. For example, S side load problems have been found for J2 engine', Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME) Block I, and recently, the Fastrac Engine nozzles. Unfortunately, the current level of understanding of the cause of nozzle side loads is limited and does not allow the accurate prediction of side load severity for new nozzle designs. The lack of a detailed prediction capability results in reduced life and increased weight for reusable nozzle systems. Simple models exist to predict side load magnitudes but are overly conservative and not fully validated. A clear understanding of the mechanisms and factors that contribute to side loads during engine startup, shutdown, and steady-state operations must be attained. Subsequently, a predictive tool must be developed to aid the development of future reusable engines.
In 1992, Wang' reported the first attempt in usin computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to study separated flows inside an axisymmetric SSME nozzle. Chen, et al. reported a similar effort on an axisymmetric cold flow J2S nozzle in 1994, using impulsive starts and cut-offs. Although both captured the nozzle hysteresis phenomenon that is one of the basic characteristics of liquid rocket engine nozzles, strictly speaking, the computed axisymmetric flow features such as Mach disk, separation shock, Mach stem, vortex core, contact surface, slip stream, and shocklets are irrelevant to side load physics due to the axisymmetric constraints.
Under that premise, a cold flow wind tunnel test was conducted at Marshall Space Flight Center's transonic wind tunnel facility in early 1990s, using a two-dimensional (2-D) SSME nozzle shell contour model. Schlieren pictures, static and dynamic fluctuating pressure measurements were made for analysis. Unfortunately the start-up and shutdown sequences were not recorded and the test duration was too long to make it suitable for numerical simulations. The Schlieren pictures did shed some light in the core flow and Mach disk flow physics. For example, it was shown that the core flow adhered to one-side of the wall before the Mach disk flow developed.
As the computational technology advances, transient 2-D and three-dimensional (3-D) CFD analyses have become affordable. Yonezawa, et al ! made the first 2-D nozzle side load prediction in 2002 for the Japanese LE-7A engine. The same group then proceeded to simulate the 3-D side load for the LE-7 and CTP50-R5-L nozzle^.^ They
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Staff Consultant, Applied Fluid Dynamics Analysis Group, TD64, Senior Member AIAA. showed that the 2-D simulations are useful in investigating the characteristics of the side load, leading to the subsequent 3-D rocket nozzle flow simulations.
The works of Yonezawa, et al.4 ,5 however, ignored the effect of combustion; in addition, a linear ramping was assumed. Since the inlet flow ramping determines the filling rate and the combustion provides the chemical energy for the propulsive flow, these two parameters are considered important to the side load physics and are emphasized in this study. This is accomplished by performing a series of 2-D planar and axisymmetric SSME nozzle start-up analyses, with an enhanced unstructured-grid CFD methodology and a simulated start-up sequence obtained from an engine system calculation. To study the effect of combustion, frozen and finite-rate chemistry analyses were performed. To investigate the effect of ramping, side load physics from ramp times of 5 s, 3s, Is, and impulsive start were computed. 
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The CFD methodology is based on a multi-dimensional, finite-volume, viscous, chemically reacting, unstructured grid, and pressure-based formulation. Time-varying transport equations of continuity, momentum, global energy (total enthalpy), turbulence, and species continuity were employed. A predictor and corrector solution algorithm was employed to provide coupling of the governing equations. A second-order central-difference scheme was employed to discretize the diffusion fluxes and source terms of the governing equations. For the convective terms, a second-order total variation diminishing difference scheme was used. To enhance the temporal accuracy, a second-order backward difference scheme was employed to discretize the temporal terms. Details of the numerical algorithm can be found in R e f s 6-9.
An extended k-E turbulence model" was used to describe the turbulence. A modified wall function approach was employed to provide wall boundary layer solutions that are less sensitive to the near-wall grid spacing. Consequently, the model has combined the advantages of both the integrated-to-the-wall approach and the conventional law-of-the-wall approach by incorporatinfi a complete velocity profile and a universal temperature profile". A 7-species, 9-reaction detailed mechanism was used to describe the finite-rate, hydrogedoxygen (H2/02) afterburning chemical kinetics. The seven species are H2,02, HzO, 0, H, OH, and Nz.
Simulated Start-up Seauence
The thruster inlet properties were obtained from an engine system calculation, simulating the valve sequence. Figure 1 shows some of the inlet flow properties: the time-varying inlet pressure, temperature, and equivalence ratio profiles. And it is hereby referred as the nominal 5 s start-up sequence, in order to differentiate with the shortened sequence in the ramp rate study. It can be seen that there are two significant pressure rise events. The first one occurs at 1.5 s due to oxygen prime, while the second one occurs at about 2.4 s, caused by the step opening of the oxygen valve in the pre-burners. It can be seen that the thruster environment is fuel rich throughout the start-up transient, setting up the potential for afterburning. The high equivalence ratio in the frrst 0.2 s is not significant since the flow rate is negligible.
Computational Grid Generation
Parametric studies conducted in Ref. 9 show that a structured-cell dominated axisymmetric hybrid grid ax6 performed better than an unstructured-cell dominated grid both in accuracy and efficiency, on flow physics and prediction of nozzle design parameters such as axial force and heat fluxes. Assuming that a grid suitable for axial force calculation is sufficient for side force calculation, grid ax6 was used in this study for axisymmetric calculations and its layout is shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that structured (quadrilateral) cells are used in the thruster and plume region, while unstructured (triangular) cells are used in the outer (freestream) region. For 2-D planar nozzle studies, grid 2d6 was constructed by mirroring grid ax6 for 180 degrees (not shown). These computational grids were generated using the software package GRIDGEN.'* Table 1 shows the total number of points and cells in these two grids.
IV. Boundary Conditions and Run Matrix
Fixed total condition was used for the outer boundary and a total pressure of 1 atm was used to simulate the nozzle hot-firing at sea level. No-slip condition was specified for the solid walls. The inlet flow properties obtained from the engine system simulation include the time varying total pressure and temperature, and propellant composition. The time varying propellant composition was preprocessed with the Chemical Equilibrium Calculation pr~gram'~, assuming the propellants were ignited to reach equilibrium composition immediately at the injector faceplate. The fuel rich environment indicates the time-varying inlet composition contains essentially steam and excess hydrogen.
The run matrix is shown in Table 2 . These cases were designed to identify side load physics under simplified geometries such as the 2-D planar nozzles. The low-aspect ratio characteristics of the 2-D planar nozzle, however, limit the range of physics to be captured. Axisymmetric studies were therefore followed to complete the picture in the high aspect-ratio nozzle regime. Although axisymmetric model precludes the asymmetric flow formation, the axial shock oscillation caused wall pressure oscillation can still be used to infer side load physics because it leads to side forces if the symmetric constraint is removed. As shown in Table 2 , the effect of thermochemistry was investigated for both the 2-D planar and axisymmetric nozzles, whereas the effect of ramp rate was studied under the 2-D planar nozzles only. Adiabatic wall was used for all cases. For finite-rate chemistry cases, the chemical reactions are turned on at the start command, indicating any chemical reaction computed is afterburning of the excess H2. 
V. Results and Discussion
The computations were performed on a cluster machine using 2-8 processors for each case. For the 5 s, 3 s, and 1 s start-up sequences, global time steps of 10,5, and 2.5 ps were used in the beginning, respectively, and reduced to 1 ps after the first pressure rise. For the impulsive start, 1 ps was used throughout the course of the computation.
Two-dimensional Thruster
The first case in Table 2 is the baseline case for the 2-D planar nozzle. As indicated in Fig. 1 , the pressure rises rather slowly, after the start command. Yet the chamber gradually fills up and a detached-jet emerges from the throat. As the jet Mach number increases with the rising pressure, the jet shear layer becomes unstable and entrains the surrounding air. Due to the viscous flow process, the fluid that is entrained is accelerated slightly more on oneside than the other side, or the pressure on the slightly accelerated side is lower than the other side, causing the core jet to curve towards the wall (the slightly accelerated side), as shown in the Mach number contours at 0.4 s in Fig. 3 . That further reduces the pressure there, and eventually the jet adheres itself to the wall, enclosing a separation bubble at 0.6 s (not shown). The separation bubble changes its size incessantly and the attached region can be as long as a-quarter of the nozzle length from the lip. This wall-sticking phenomenon is known as the Coanda after Henri Coanda for his study of jets that are frequently observed to adhere to and flow around nearby solid boundaries. This phenomenon was observed in the afore-mentioned cold flow wind tunnel test.
The flow chokes around 1.025 s where a Mach disk flow develops. The Mach disk flow contours at 1.35, 1.4 and 1.5 s are shown in Fig. 3 . At 1.35 s, the expanding-contracting supersonic jet still adheres itself to the lip. At 1.4 s, the Mach disk is fully developed. The upper jet adheres to the wall, enclosing a recirculation region, forming a so-3 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics called "restricted-shock separation (RSS)"; while the lower jet flows freely, forming a so-called "free-shock separation (FSS)". At 1.5 s, both supersonic jets are off the wall, exhibiting a classic free-shock separation flow pattern.
The Mach disk propagates Out of the nozzle at 1.512 s, as shown in Fig. 4 . At this time a strong afterburning occurs, and a combustion wave ensues. That wave burns back the fuel, resulting in an asymmetric Mach disk flow retreating back into the nozzle, as shown in a series of plots at 1.515, 1.516, and 1.520 s. This is the effect of combustion and is further demonstrated in the temperature, pressure, and H2 mass fraction contours shown from Fig.   5 to Fig. 7 . The Mach disk then moves out of the nozzle for good, as shown in Fig. 8 . The occurrence of the afterburning wave is closely associated with the inlet equivalence ratio history. Figure 9 shows the computed 2-D planar nozzle side loads. As shown in the top plot of Fig. 9 (the finite-rate chemistry case), the Coanda effect does not create significant side forces on the core jet flow (0.4 -1 s), but it does on the Mach disk flow (1 -1.5 s); where the Mach disk flows adhere mostly to the upper wall, thereby producing largely negative side forces. The largest side force is generated after 1.512 s, due to the afterburning wave, although for a very short time. The side force disappears after the Mach disk moves out of the nozzle for good. In the frozen chemistry case, as shown in the bottom plot of Fig. 9 , the side forces are mostly positive between 1 to 1.5 s, indicating the Mach disk flow adheres to the lower wall. In addition, the side force is negligible after 1.512 s because the nozzle remains fully filled. This says without combustion, not only the afterburning induced side load physics is lacking, the captured side force (due to Mach disk flow) is lower in magnitude and acted on the opposite wall. Figure 10 shows the computed Mach disk loci for the two cases. It can be seen that the Mach disk locus of the frozen chemistry never retreats back into the nozzle. On the other hand, that of the finite-rate chemistry case dips deep into the nozzle, showing the effect of burning back the excess fuel. The effect of ramp rate on side loads is shown in Fig. 11 . This is accomplished by running three more cases: ramp times of 3 and 1 s, and an impulsive start case. Comparing to the baseline case in Fig. 9 , the ramp rate is increased 1.67 times by shortening the 5 s ramp time to that of 3 s; hence the first pressure rise occurs at 0.9 s (instead of the nominal 1.5 s). Similarly, the ramp rate is increased five times by shortening the original 5 s ramp time to that of 1 s, and the first pressure rise event happens at 0.3 s. The impulsive start represents an infinite increase in ramp rate, although the steady-state operation conditions have to be used which actually keep the amount of excess fuel to a minimum. The results in Fig. 11 shows that the side forces due to Coanda effect diminish as the ramp time drops from 5 s (Fig. 9) , to 3, 1, and 0 s (impulsive start), indicating the adhering ability disappears as the speed of Mach disk flow increases. On the other hand, the side-load caused by the afterburning wave increases as the ramp time decreases from 5 s, to 3 s, and 1 s. In fact, not only the amplitude of the side load increases, the duration of that side load acting on the nozzle increases as well. This is understandable since the strength of the afterburning wave increases, as the pressure ramp rate increases. For the impulsive start case however, neither is there enough fuel for afterburning, nor is there enough residence time for any fuel to burn, hence there is no apparent combustion wave induced side load; note that the computed (impulsive start induced) blast wave leaves the nozzle at 1.75 ms and the Mach disk leaves the nozzle at 4.25 ms. The result of Fig. 11 demonstrates that ramp rate is another important side load driving force, probably more so than the pressure ratio.
Axisvmmetric thruster
Since 2-D planar nozzles are low aspect-ratio nozzles, axisymmetric investigations followed to infer the side load physics occurring in high aspect-ratio nozzles. The sixth case in Table 2 is the baseline case for the axisymmetric SSME nozzle. The Coanda effect captured in the 2-D planar nozzle studies is precluded due to symmetric boundary conditions. Figures 12-13 show the computed Mach number, temperature, pressure, and H2 mass fraction contours for the baseline case. It can be seen that afterburning occurs at 1.504 s (temperature contours), resulting in a combustion wave at 1.505 s (pressure contours). This combustion wave bounces around in the nozzle at 1.506 and 1.507 s (pressure contours), and causes a burn-back of the excess fuel (Hz mass fraction contours), and the retreat of the Mach disk.
Soon after the afterburning wave event, the Mach disk flow regains its strength, propagating downstream. Figure  14 shows a unique physics not seen in the low aspect-ratio 2-D planar nozzle at this stage. That is, the expandingcontracting supersonic jet originating from the triple point of the Mach disk adheres to the wall at 1.525 s, enclosing a recirculation region, forming a classic RSS flow pattern. This of course is triggered by the Coanda effect. Then the supersonic jet goes off the wall once more at 1.55 s and re-adheres itself to the wall again at 1.6 s and never goes off the wall thereafter, until it leaves the nozzle. This phenomenon of transiting form FSS (1.5 s) to RSS (1.525 s), reverting back to FSS (1.55 s), and transforming back to RSS again, increases the side forces.
As the Mach disk approaches the lip, eventually, the first stem (foot) of the two stems (feet) that constitute the RSS steps out of the nozzle at 2.875 s, as shown in Fig. 15 . It is expected that this phenomenon would generate the 4 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics largest side force and is named the "lip restricted-shock oscillation". A so-called "tepee" shock pattern would have resulted near the lip if this were a three-dimensional calculation. The separated flow and the Mach disk are completely driven out of the nozzle around 3.4 s. Once the Mach disk retreats back into the nozzle at 3.45 s, it leaves the nozzle forever at 3.7 S. Figure 16 shows the Mach disk loci of axisymmetric nozzle for three cases: finite-rate chemistry, frozen chemistry, and cool air. It has been shown (Fig. 10) previously in the low aspect-ratio nozzle (2-D planar) that the finite-rate chemistry caused the Mach disk to retreat back into the nozzle, showing a dip that passes the nozzle lip location, while the frozen chemistry cause the disk to retreat only a small distance. In Fig. 16 , similar phenomenon happens (see the insert), except it occurs way deep inside the nozzle, because the axisymmetric nozzle has a very high aspect-ratio. Figure 16 also shows that the head (center) of the Mach disk of the frozen flow case does not leave the lip very far. This agrees with the finding in Ref. 9 where the result of the steady-state frozen flow showing a curved disk that curves towards the lip. It was reasoned that the frozen flow composition forces higher specific heat ratios, which create higher Mach numbers, which in turn generate more total pressure loss across the shock, thereby resulting in a curved disk that appears closer to the lip (than that of the finite-rate chemistry case). With that in mind, the cool air case was run because it has a constant and even higher specific ratio (1.4). The result shows that cool air as the working fluid gives qualitatively similar nozzle flow pattern, e.g., the formations of FSS and RSS, although the transition of which occurs later than the hot hydrogen fueled flows. By definition, however, the combustion-driven flow phenomena such as the afterburning can not be captured. In addition, under the same numerical operating conditions (Le., nozzle contour and pressure ramp sequence), its Mach disk flow just oscillates inside the lip, as indicated in Fig. 16 . Figures 17-18 show the pressure histories of the afore-mentioned three cases at two wall points. The first wall point is located at approximately the middle of the nozzle (Fig. 17) , while the second wall point is located just off the nozzle lip (Fig. 18) . In general, it can be seen that the pressure histories are quite different for all three cases, when compared at the same location. It should be noted that the timing of the two side load events (the afterburning wave and transition from FSS to RSS) after 1.5 s are very close (Fig's 12-14) and almost indistinguishable in the pressure history plot. It can therefore be reasonably assumed that the first pressure peak in the finite-rate case is caused by a combination of the afore-mentioned two events, whereas the lower first peak value for the frozen chemistry case comes from the transition fiom FSS to RSS only. Note that the occurrence of the first peak in the cool air case that is also caused by the shock transition is delayed and the amplitude is even lower. Other than the first peak event, the amplitude of pressure oscillation of the frozen flow case is higher than that of the finite-rate case at all points, but the duration of oscillation becomes longer for the frozen flow case at the last wall point. This is because by 3.5 s, the Mach disk of the finite-rate case has long left the nozzle, while the curved Mach disk of the frozen flow case is lingering around the nozzle lip; And the amplitude of pressure oscillation for the cool air case is lower at the first wall point (Fig. 17) , due to less energetic flows, but it grows very high at the second wall point (Fig. 18 ) and the duration of the oscillation lasts until the end. This is because the Mach disk of the cool air case never leaves the nozzle. The result of the cool air case agrees with the assertion16 that cold-gas test results cannot be reliably used for direct extrapolation to full-scale because the gas composition is significantly different from typical full-scale test conditions. In summary, while the results from the computed Mach disk loci and wall pressure histories are explainable by the distribution of thermochemical properties, it should be noted that it is the combustion process that determines the right distribution of the thermochemical properties inside the nozzle, which in turn drives the side load physics occurring in the propulsive nozzles.
VI. Conclusions
A computational methodology was developed to study the side load physics during the simulation of hot-firing of liquid rocket engines with simplified 2-D geometries, so as to come up with a computational strategy to predict the 3-D side loads. The computational methodology is based on an unstructured grid and pressure-based computational fluid dynamics formulation, and a transient inlet condition based on an engine system simulation. In the low aspect-ratio, 2-D planar nozzle study, side load physics captured include the Coanda effect on both the core jet and Mach disk flows, afterburning wave originated outside of the nozzle, and the associated free-shock oscillation at the lip. In addition, all captured side load physics are profoundly impacted by ramp rate, equivalence ratio, and combustion. In the high aspect-ratio, axisymmetric nozzle study, side load physics inferred include the afterburning wave originated inside of the nozzle; transition from FSS to RSS, reverting back to FSS, and transforming back to RSS again; and restricted-shock oscillation at the lip. In the Mach disk loci and the wall pressure history studies, it is found that chemical reactions produce the right thermochemical properties, which in 5 American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics turn impact the side load physics. These results indicate that a proper inlet history and the inclusion of combustion modeling are crucial to the investigation of side load physics during simulation of liquid rocket engine nozzle firings.
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